The field of open-domain conversation generation using deep neural networks has attracted increasing attention from researchers for several years. However, traditional neural language models tend to generate safe, generic reply with poor logic and no emotion. In this paper, an emotional conversation generation orientated syntactically constrained bidirectional-asynchronous framework called E-SCBA is proposed to generate meaningful (logical and emotional) reply. In E-SCBA, pre-generated emotion keyword and topic keyword are asynchronously introduced into the reply during the generation, and the process of decoding is much different from the most existing methods that generates reply from the first word to the end. A newly designed bidirectional-asynchronous decoder with the multi-stage strategy is proposed to support this idea, which ensures the fluency and grammaticality of reply by making full use of syntactic constraint. Through the experiments, the results show that our framework not only improves the diversity of replies, but gains a boost on both logic and emotion compared with baselines as well.
INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, as artificial intelligence has developed rapidly, researchers are no longer satisfied with simple prediction tasks, but pursuing technologies with greater similarity to human intelligence. As a subjective factor, emotion forms an elemental difference between humans and machines. Machines that could understand emotion would be more responsive to human needs. For instance, in education, positive emotions can improve the learning efficiency of students [1] . In the health field, mood prediction [2] , [3] can be used in mental health counselling to help anticipate and prevent suicide and depression. Therefore, to make machine more intelligent, we must address the conundrum of emotional interactions.
Due to the increased social needs, the study of emotion has made great progress in computer vision [4] , [5] , [6] and speech recognition [7] , [8] , [9] . Text is also an important channel for sharing feelings with others, where many emotions are expressed in written or oral form. And as the most common form, emotion in conversation already had some traditional work [10] , [11] , showing its effectiveness in improving the quality of conversations. However, the rulebased methods used in these studies limit the room for further rise. Recently, neural language models with large-scale dataset has gained a great boost in open-domain conversation generation, which devoted to generating reply with rich content [12] , [13] . In [14] , a special attention mechanism was used to introduce additional topic information into the generation and achieved significant improvement. Unfortunately, the factor considered in above method only related to topic, where they failed to take emotion factor into account. Unlike the former, the work in [15] first addressed the emotion factor into neural language models for conversation generation, and it showed that emotional replies obtain superior performances compared to the baselines that did not consider emotion. Despite these studies, there are still two defects. First, a conversation between humans always revolves around the special topic, but the content produces differences since it is affected by the emotional states (e.g., positive or negative) of the parties. Therefore, it is necessary to take both these two aspects into consideration in opendomain conversation generation. But to the best of our knowledge, the existing neural models did not have a study about this area. Second, the way in above methods that generates the reply from the first to the last word can lead to a decline in diversity, limited by the high frequency generic words in the beginning, as argued in [16] .
Inspired by the above deficiencies, we propose an emotional conversation generation orientated syntactically constrained bidirectional-asynchronous framework called E-SCBA that has the following features:
• Diversity: E-SCBA introduces both emotion and topic information into the generation. With the support of the comprehensive information, our framework can generate emotional reply with richer content during a chat.
• Feasibility: Different from the work in [16] , a newlydesigned bidirectional-asynchronous decoder with a multi-stage generating strategy is proposed, which ensures the unobstructed communication between dif-ferent information and allows a fine-grained control of the reply to address the problem of fluency and grammaticality as argued in [15] , [17] . • Scalability: By using different information as constraints, our framework can be used as a customizable framework for controlling the content of generated conversations, meaning it is easily be scaled to other areas.
To summarize, there are three main contributions presented in this paper: (1) It conducts a study of compound information (i.e., both topic and emotion), which is used as the explicit syntactic constraint in the conversation generation. (2) It proposes a bidirectional-asynchronous decoder based the syntactic constraint, which allows fine-grained control of the generated conversation to endow the framework with feasibility. (3) Through the experiments, it reveals that E-SCBA achieves better scores on emotion, logic and diversity than does the general seq2seq and other models that consider only a single factor during the generation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the related work. Section 3 describes the modules used in our framework and their principles in detail. Section 4 presents the results of experiments and provides a discussion. Section 5 summarizes the entire work and describes the possible future work.
RELATED WORK

Emotional Conversation Generation
A great deal of work has been conducted on conversation/dialogue generation. These studies can be categorized into open-domain [18] , [19] and closed-domain [20] . Opendomain conversation generation is intended to generate fluency, grammaticality and meaningful replies to the given human utterances. Recently, a sequence prediction problem orientated method called sequence-to-sequence model [21] , [22] , [23] was proposed and rapidly used in machine translation and conversation generation, showing its superiority to the phrase-based method [24] . After that, a lot of optimization methods based on this model and RNN networks [25] emerged, including: replacing the maximum likelihood function [26] , avoiding generic replies [27] and generating meaningful replies with higher diversity [14] , [16] .
However, a common flaw in the above work is that the emotion factor was not considered during the generation. It is impossible for an machine to be truly intelligent without emotional mechanisms, as argued in [28] . To address this problem, some studies had been explored this field. In [11] , the authors detected the emotion of user and generate a corresponding emotional reply, achieving a good performance. [29] introduced the syntactic information into the model to generate emotional replies, but the process was based on the small-scale data. The first attempt to use neural models for the emotional conversation generation is the work in [15] . Besides the emotion category embeddings in [17] , it designed the other two memory mechanisms, integrating the emotion factor into the structure of networks successfully.
Sequence Generation Model
Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) model is a kind of end-toend machine optimized for the sequence issues. In recent years, it sparked the field of natural language processing to develop rapidly [30] , [31] , [32] . Given an input post x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T ), an encoder is used to encode the post into a fixed-dimension vector, and a decoder is used to predict the target reply y = (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y T ) from the encoded vector. The advantage of this framework is that the sequence is not restricted to a fixed length, which makes it more flexible in practice. However, the vectors obtained by the encoder do not include sufficient information to generate a meaningful reply [23] . To address this problem, researchers have tried to use various methods to improve the quality of reply generated from the seq2seq model [33] , [34] , [35] .
One of the modified approaches is a content-introducing model proposed by [16] . This approach first generates a noun as keyword that reflects the gist of conversation. Then, the decoder works outward from the keyword rather than sequentially from the first to the last word. The keywords that can appear at arbitrary positions in this work introduce not only additional information but also the flexibility in structure. However, only a single information was adopted in this work, and it does not take emotion factor into account as well. In this paper, a complex syntactic constraint that includes both emotion and topic factors is used during the generation to obtain more diversified emotional replies.
MODEL
Overview
As shown in Figure. 1, given the post x, the encoder is utilized to obtain the encoded vector as usual. After that, the process of emotional conversation generation consists of the following four steps:
Step I: We first use the Structure Detector to predict whether the emotion keyword or topic keyword in our dictionaries should occur in the reply. If not, we use a general forward decoder to generate the reply. Otherwise, the model executes the next step.
Step II: Based on the results of the first step, we generate the corresponding keywords (emotion keyword, topic keyword or both) that should appear in the reply with help of some prior knowledge (see Fig. 2 ).
Step III: After all the prerequisite keywords have been predicted, the decoder is called. The process considers two situations. First, when only one keyword (emotion keyword or topic keyword) exists, a asynchronous decoder similar to [16] is used to generate the reply. Second, when two kinds of keywords exist, a newly designed bidirectional-asynchronous decoder is used to introduce both of them into the content, which first generate the middle part and then generate the rest two sides on the condition of it (see Fig. 3 ).
Step IV: Finally, if the reply generated in the second step has two keywords, a direction selector is used to arrange it in a correct logical order, where the reason will be described in Section 3.6 (see Fig. 4 ).
Note that we acquire the emotion and topic prior knowledge in different ways, which we elaborate on the detail in the following sections.
Post Encoding
The RNN used in the encoder is the gated recurrent units (GRUs) [36] . Given a sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T ), the recurrent hidden state will be updated by:
where x t is the t-th word index and h t−1 is the hidden state at time t − 1.
Structure Detector
This module aims at detecting whether the emotion keyword and topic keyword in our dictionaries should appear in the reply y. As shown in Fig. 1 , we define the following four specific cases:
• z s = 0: No keyword: a general forward decoder is used to generate the reply; • z s = 1: Only an emotion keyword: a asynchronous decoder similar with [16] is used to generate the reply starting from the emotion keyword; • z s = 2: Only a topic keyword: a asynchronous decoder is the same as above but is used to generate the reply starting from the topic keyword;
• z s = 3: Both emotion keyword and topic keyword: the bidirectional-asynchronous decoder we proposed is used to generate the reply. Formally, given the post x, we first obtain the hidden state sequence h from the encoder. Then the case number z s is determined by a fully-connected layer as follows:
where
For each post x, this module is always called first. The multi-class classifier described by the above equation predicted the structure for the reply y so that we can do the following work. The main role of the word predictor is to predict which keywords in our dictionaries should appear in the final reply. The adopted dictionaries are divided into an emotion dictionary and a topic dictionary. The emotion dictionary we used is the work in [37] , which contains 27,466 emotion keywords divided into seven categories: Happy, Like, Sad, Angry, Fear, Disgust and Surprise. The topic dictionary is obtained by a pre-trained Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model from [38] , including 10 categories and 100 keywords for each category 1 .
Keyword Predictor
1. To avoid situations in which emotion keyword and topic keyword are predicted to be the same word, all the overlapping words in the two dictionaries default to emotion keywords.
As shown in Fig. 2 , instead of using the hidden sequence of encoder to predict keywords directly, a sequence attention mechanism based on the prior knowledge is applied to complement the insufficient information in the encoder. Since the category (emotion or topic) is a high-level abstraction of knowledge representation [15] , we intuitively used the category information in the above dictionaries as the prior knowledge mentioned here, which is derived from the following method in practice. For the emotion in the conversation, the work in [39] , which gives a robot a personality defined by the emotion transfer network so that it can produce a corresponding emotional response to specific external stimuli, is used to generate a sign which marks it as the knowledge of emotion (in this work, we limited the responses to the seven types of emotions listed previously). For the topic in the conversation, post is processed by the pre-trained LDA model to infer the topic category.
To integrate the prior knowledge into the process, we usually compute the correlation between different kinds of knowledge embedding k = {k et , k tp } and each unit in the hidden sequence of encoder, representing it as a specific weight value. Formally, the details are described as follows:
where * ∈ {et, tp} represents the aspect of topic or emotion. v 
where c k,et and c k,tp are the attention units computed by Equ. 3. Each of the above equations can be viewed as a multi-class classifier that produces a probability distribution over all the emotion keyword or the topic keyword.
Bidirectional-asynchronous Decoder
Since the final reply has both emotion keyword and topic keyword, a vital issue is how to achieve the conversation generation based on two keywords. For the situation having only one keyword, there is only one vacancy in the sentence, where the rest of the reply can be generated from both forward and backward at the same time. However, when multiple vacancies appear in the sentence, the method of synchronous generation is not feasible any more. Before getting the final result via argmax function, it is impossible to know the accurate position of the emotion keyword and the topic keyword in the reply, which means that the communication between different information is blocked if all the parts of the reply are generated synchronously.
To address this problem, we propose a new bidirectionalasynchronous decoder that makes use of the syntactic constraint common to both the emotion and topic to generate the reply asynchronously from the keywords on both sides.
Suppose the reply is y = (y ct , w k tp , y md , w k et , y ce ) where y md is the middle part of the reply between the two keywords and y ct , y ce represent the parts connected to the middle part by the emotion keyword and topic keyword, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 , the generation of the middle sequence y md = (y md 1 , y md 2 , ..., y md K ) is divided into an asynchronous strategy with two steps. Emotion keywords are first processed to form a sequence containing emotional information (Step I), and then use an emotional attention mechanism to control its interaction with the topic information (Step II). This process mimics the behavior of human speech, where the common topic as the objective factor is the gist of conversation and different emotions as the external subjective factor affect what we say. Formally, we define the process as below:
where w k = < w 
where v where y md,f and y md,b are the forward form and backward form of the middle part, respectively. g f and g b represent the GRU networks to encode the input sequences. Finally, we connect the results of the different parts together as a candidate reply for the next section. To make the samples meet the requirements of our bidirectional-asynchronous decoder, by default we place the topic keyword as the first keyword on the left and the emotion keyword on the right in training. The uniform format facilitates the decoder to learn the syntax constraint information between emotion and topic. However, in real situations, the topic keyword does not always appear before the emotion keyword, which means the machine must determine the correct direction from the forward and backward sequences.
Direction Selector
As shown in Fig. 4 , y f and y b are the forward and backward forms of the final result in the preceding section, respectively. One of them will be the reply we expect. The decision process is defined as follows:
The forward and backward sequence are first encoded by two GRU networks. Then, the sums of hidden states are connected to form the input to the decision network. Finally, a fully-connected layer with sigmoid function is used to select the direction of the reply. After all these operations complete, the finished reply y should conform to our expectations.
Loss Function
Since the framework is composed of multiple individual modules, the loss function consists of several parts and the data needs some extra processing. We describe these operations in their order of execution 2 . For Structure Detector and Word Predictor, the dictionaries mentioned in Section 3.4 are used to identify the keywords in each conversation in advance, including the word indexes and categories. Moreover, we divide the entire dataset U into four parts according to the results of mark, namely U nh , U oe , U ot , and U bh (as listed in Section 3.3). The loss functions of these two modules can be defined as follows:
2. In our scenario, the rules of the labels are as follows: x = post, y = reply, w = keywords, k = prior knowledge and z * = others.
For
The loss function for the decoders has four terms as shown above based on the result in Structure Detector. Each term represents the cross-entropy function defined on a subdataset.
For Direction Selector, we mark the correct directions in the dataset according to the relative positions of the emotion keyword and topic keyword. The loss is given by:
where z d, * ∈ {0, 1} is a real number. All the labels in ξ * are one-hot representations of the gold distribution over the dataset.
EXPERIMENT
Data Description
We evaluated and trained our framework on the emotional conversation dataset NLPCC2017 3 which was collected from Weibo. Besides, another Chinese movie subtitle dataset crawled from the Internet 4 was used as additional data for the case study to test the performance of framework on cross-domain dialogue and develop a detailed error analysis. Note that the movie subtitle dataset is noisy and not suitable for training data.
As shown in Table 1 , there are a total of 1,119,201 postreply pairs in the dataset. The conversations requiring both types of keywords accounted for 42.6% of the total, which are available data for our bidirectional-asynchronous decoder, where we used 8,000 for validation, 3,000 for testing and the rest for training. For conversation generation in Chinese, the data with small noise is seldom. Therefore, instead of removing the infrequent categories (Surprise (1.2%) and Angry (0.7%)), we used the over-sampling method to construct additional training data for them: we replaced the emotion keywords in part of the training data with words that belong to the infrequent categories, as synonyms. These generated conversations were then used as supplemental training data. And for the prediction of topic keywords, we 3 chose 60,000 pairs from our training data to train the LDA. The high frequency words and stop words, which have no bearing on the topics, were removed in advance. To consider the emotions, we controlled the proportion of each emotion category to ensure that the gaps between different categories in the training data were not too large.
Implementation Details
The encoders and decoders in our framework use GRU networks [22] with a 2-layer structure and 512 hidden units in each layer. The word embedding (with a size of 128) is pretrained using Word2Vec [40] on the Chinese Wiki Corpus 5 . The size of the dictionary is 32,000: it contains both generic words and keywords. The optimization method used is the Adam algorithm, where the learning rate starts at 0.005, the decay rate is 0.99, and the other hyperparameters were set to their default values.
The dropout method [41] was applied to avoid overfitting with a rate of 0.9 and early stopping on the validation set. To reduce the impact of exposure bias between training and inference, we adopted a sampling mechanism during training: the true tokens was used to train decoders at early stage for several epochs, and the sampled tokens from model replaced a part of true tokens as the work in [42] for further training. In particular, the input in the third step of the bidirectional-asynchronous decoder (see Fig. 3 ) applied the same mechanism. The whole process took about four weeks on two GTX1080 GPU machines. The implementation of our framework is based on the TensorFlow deep learning framework 6 .
Artificial Evaluation
In this section, we asked the annotators to evaluate the results of our framework and baselines. In total, we used 700 conversations, 100 for each emotion category, which were sampled randomly from the test set. The baselines included the general seq2seq model and the asynchronous model with a single keyword (the same as [16] ).
Detailed evaluation
In this experiment, we evaluated the replies from annotators scores, where the annotators were asked to score a reply based on the following metrics as proposed in [ The grades of consistency, logic and emotion in artificial evaluation (C = Consistency, L = Logic, E = Emotion). E-SCBA is our framework, and Ground Truth is the real replies for reference.
Consistency:
Measure fluency and grammaticality of the reply on a three-point scale: 0, 1, 2.
Logic: Measure the degree to which the post and the reply logically match on a three-point scale: 0, 1, 2. Note that a too short or too high frequency reply would be annotated as either 0 or 1 (if the annotator thought the reply related to the post), like "Me too", or "I think so".
Emotion: Measure whether the target reply includes the right emotion. A score of 0 means the emotion in the reply is wrong or there is no emotion, and a score of 1 means the reply includes the right one. Table 2 (2-tailed t-test: p < 0.05 for Consistency and Logic, p < 0.01 for Emotion) compares our bidirectionalasynchronous framework E-SCBA with the baselines. As we can see, E-SCBA outperforms the other models on all three metrics. For the baseline S2S-AW, the scores of emotion is completely inferior to E-SCBA (+0.245) that takes emotion factor into account, showing that emotion in the replies to be easier to perceive by introducing the emotion keywords. Additionally, the best performance on Consistency (+0.027) and Logic (+0.060) shows that the fluency and grammar of reply generated from E-SCBA is guaranteed. S2S-AW yields a higher score on these two metrics than the general seq2seq, but E-SCBA is more skillful in regulating information attributed to the effect of syntactic constraint.
However, even if E-SCBA produces higher quality replies than do the other baselines in most cases, the performance in Surprise or Angry categories is not satisfactory. Our framework achieves worse scores in Consistency (-0.043 and -0.095) and Logic (-0.014 and -0.038) classified as these two emotion categories. One reason is that these categories have much less training data than do the others. Although the consistency and logic of replies from all the models falls without sufficient data, it is more difficult to avoid overfitting using models with more complex structures. The emotions scores also have a large fractional span across different categories (largest: ±0.370). We think the reason for this problem is that some emotion categories with lower scores have a high degree of similarity to others with higher scores, and a sentence may contain multiple emotions, such as Surprise and Happy, Angry and Disgust. For those categories that have much less data, E-SCBA may be unable to extract the features well. The result is that these emotions are difficult to express in the replies, which leads to lower scores.
Comprehensive evaluation
In the second experiment, we want the annotators can make an intuitive assessment of the quality and diversity. Therefore, some comprehensive indicators were adopted to evaluate the results, including: Quality: Measure the quality of reply for the given post, one score for each conversation, where a score of 0 is bad and a score of 1 is good.
Diversity: Measure the diversity of replies generated from the different models on the test set using a continuous score range of (0, 1), one score for each dataset that expresses a specific emotion. The model with better diversity should get a higher score 7 . An average grade bar graph for the different models and the ground truth are shown in Fig. 5 . E-SCBA obtains significant improvement (+0.17) on the diversity protocol in comparison with S2S-AW. Our framework utilizes both emotion keywords and topic keywords, meaning there are more options for keywords in the replies and the diversity of information increase exponentially. Besides, the bidirectional-asynchronous structure of decoder integrates these two kinds of information to further improve the quality of sentences (+0.20). Error bars show that the grades of some indicators are sway, where we think the subjective factor of human annotators is the cause of this disagreement.
Automatic Evaluation
In this section, we evaluated the generated reply on some objective indicators. Moreover, the diversity distribution of words in the reply is visualized in a heatmap. In addition to the baselines in the preceding section, we used two other baselines with a single keyword in the automatic experiment: S2S-STW: the model uses a synchronous method that starts generating its reply solely and directly from the topic keyword.
S2S-SEW: the model uses a synchronous method that starts generating its reply solely and directly from the emotion keyword.
The synchronous method in S2S-STW and S2S-SEW was mentioned in [43] to act as a contrast to the existing models with asynchronous structure.
Numerical analysis
The objective indicators we used in this experiment is defined as follows:
Embedding-based Metrics: measure the similarity computed by cosine distance between a candidate reply and the target reply using sentence-level embedding, following the work in [44] , [45] .
Distinct Metrics: measure the diversity and information in the candidate reply using the number of distinct unigrams and bigrams in the generated replies, called Distinct-1 and Distinct-2, respectively, following the work in [14] , [26] .
The result are listed in Table 3 . Compared with S2S-STW and S2S-SEW, E-SCBA produces the highest scores on 7 . We did not define what the "good" or "bad" reply is and the standard for diversity of replies, annotators had their own subjective discretion during the experiment. similarity (+0.077, +0.12, +0.068) and diversity (+0.072 and +0.218). One reason is that E-SCBA takes both the emotion and topic aspects of the conversations into account during the generation by introducing keywords, which is accurate and comprehensive. This focus causes our model to capture the thrust of the dialogue and makes the replies more in line with the true distribution. With the help of the bidirectionalasynchronous decoder, our framework takes advantage of the diverse mix of emotions and topics to obtain better performance in diversity of the replies. Another interval with large improvement on diversity is that the seq2seq model starting from a pre-generated keyword (i.e., S2S-STW and S2S-SEW) outperforms the general seq2seq using a traditional forward decoder (+0.060 and +0.152), showing that it is better to start from a arbitrary position instead of from the first word to the end. Note that, this experiment does not include perplexity, since one of our goals is to diversify the generated replies, where perplexity is not a suitable metric for this work, as argued in [26] .
Visual distribution
As shown in Fig. 6 , we visualized the diversity distribution of words in different positions (1-10) of the generated reply. E-SCBA is committed to solve the problem of generic reply, which can be defined as a high frequency of certain replies to any posts, as well as a large number of identical words produced in the same place. In other words, a rich word diversity in the reply reflects a model that generates meaningful replies. The diversity of word positions in our scenario is defined as the number of different words in the same position. The results shown in the figure have been normalized.
Compared with other models, E-SCBA has much deeper color in the same positions, which means that the reply generated from our framework has richer content. The worst of all is the general seq2seq, whose words changes slightly in the first half. Besides the insufficient information from the post, the immutable sequential structure limits the potential of the model, resulting in the generic reply. In contrast, E-SCBA can insert the keywords and start generation from an arbitrary position, helping to reduce the probability of this situation. Overall, the color of E-SCBA fades more slowly and get a longer duration (1-7) than others, showing that our framework improves not only the quality of content but also the capacity of memory. For one thing, the bidirectional-asynchronous decoder allows the information to be transmitted from the middle to the sides during generation, which reduces the path of transmission and implicitly enhances the ability of the networks to memorize information. For another, the attention mechanism realizes the asynchronous introduction of topic keyword and emotion keyword, increasing the information capacity of the networks. In brief, machine studies that start generation from an arbitrary point instead of the beginning position is a good choice for achieving high diversity and persistence, because this may allow the machine to have more room to think about how to generate more meaningful replies.
Case Study and Error Analysis
Multiple Emotion Study
Even for the same post, there are different features for the generation with different emotions and may be multiple suitable replies. Therefore, we provide some examples with multiple emotion in Table 4 . We still first determine the emotion of the post and then generate replies containing a specific emotion in the actual scene.
As we can see, the general seq2seq perfers to generate short and meaningless reply. In these examples, it extracted information from post correctly, but its ability to handle information is not flexible. The reply is more like a summary of post rather than a conversation. In the E-SCBA, the generated replies with different emotions hold great diversity and most of them catch the essence of the conversation. Concretely, the topic keyword as a gist closely connects the reply with the post. Furthermore, changing the emotion keywords used in the reply causes the decoder to generate replies with diverse content, which shows that emotion is one of the dominant factors in diversification. The keywords that represent strong emotion helped to better express the feelings in the reply. However, the reply generated from E-SCBA do not perform well in Surprise, since less available data puts it at a inferiority when competing with others in training. And for emotions that are less related to the post, sometimes E-SCBA is unable to produce emotion keywords that match the conversation, like the sencod case of Angry shown in the table.
Real-Situation Study
This section is based on a movie subtitles dataset. We sampled some representative examples to indicate potential problems in our framework and to do a further error analysis. Table 5 shows the replies generated from E-SCBA in a true situation, where a conversation has only one corresponding emotion.
The replies in the first four lines is the normal cases that represent the normal situation when E-SCBA performs well in the test. However, the replies in the last four lines, all have flaws of logic or emotion, where we divide them into four different types. First, for the reply in the count down to the fourth line, the classifier obviously does not analyze the emotion of the conversation correctly. This is a extreme case, and the wrong category negatively impacts the quality of the reply, especially for the emotion with opposite polarity. Although the purpose of this work is not to improve the accuracy of emotional classification, increasing data of the minority category to eliminate the imbalance in the future may be a measure to reduce the occurrence of such situation. Second, for the reply in the antepenultimate line, the emotion keyword has virtually no emotional tendency in this conversation. We think the main reason for this problem is the polysemy of words, meaning that a word can express different emotions or no emotion in different contexts. For instance, the word "like" is an emotion keyword when it denotes enjoy, but it is actually a generic word when it Haha, what happened?
普通民众中也可以拥有某些权利的概念。
The general public can also has some of the concepts of rights. 
那个人最期待的是像你这样的美女 送这个箱子。
The man is looking forward to having a beautiful girl like you to send this box to. means similar. Same situations always occur in Chinese. It is not appropriate to the expectation of conversation although the lack of emotion has only a slight effect on the logic. Third, for the reply in the penultimate line, its meaningless topic keyword (in Chinese) is dispensable in this case. This kind of short posts is suitable for the general seq2seq instead of E-SCBA if there is no mistake in the Structure Detector. Keywords generated by the LDA method can indeed cover most conversations, but the lack information of short sentences make the extraction much difficult. Last but not least, for the reply in the last line, the emotion keyword and topic keyword are incompatible, where the word hooligan and looking forward to is not a suitable combination. This situation is caused by the fact that emotion keyword and topic keyword are generated independently before decoding, and this independence may cause problems of suitability in the reply. Even though the emotion is appropriate and the topic keyword is meaningful, the reply does not match expected logic.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a syntactically constrained, bidirectional-asynchronous framework to introduce both emotion and topic knowledge into the process of generating emotional conversation. In contrast to the existing methods, which generate replies from the first word to the end, we started with the pre-generated keywords, which respectively represent the emotion and the gist of conversations, in the arbitrary positions. The newly designed decoder in E-SCBA makes use of syntactic relation to constrain the generation, which helps to ensure the fluency and grammaticality of reply. The results of both subjective and objective experiments show that our model can generate replies that feature both emotion, logic and higher diversity. Finally, the case study showed the advantages of E-SCBA and the error analysis revealed some potential issues during the generation.
In the future, we will explore the scalability of this framework. In other words, the conversation generation framework we proposed can be more flexible than its use in this study. The knowledge can not only be emotion or topic but also verb tense, attitude (affirmative or negative) or other more complex concepts. Based on the given information, we can customize the framework to generate replies that meet the special requirements.
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